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Cover Photo - Photo of the Month
Photo taken by John Ayre—The “In Love” photo was taken on a “Rhine—Moselle River
Cruise.” The ship stopped for disembarkation to shop at a local city. I stayed on the
ship’s deck photographing swans that were gathering around the vessel. Near the end of
my three hours of taking pictures, I finally got the shot that I liked, “In Love.” Patience and
no interest in shopping were the keys to success!
Newsletter editor: Bonnie Mangold - submissions to CCOHnews@gmail.com by 20th
of the month
June 2018
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CHAIR’S MESSAGE by KEN WEAVER
For the second month in a row I am encouraging you to enter prints of your
photography in the Annual Print Competition on June 26.
For those of you who are new to photography you will see a vast difference
between how your image looks on the projected screen and how much better it
looks when it has been printed.
A panel of three judges will be scoring the printed images and winners will be
announced immediately at the end of the viewing of the images. In addition,
Members of the Club will preview the prints and vote on their pick for People’s
Choice Award.
You can review the rules by going to our website and opening the Prospectus
which is available online.

2018 Monthly Meeting
Themes For Photo Submissions

June - Print Competition - Judges John
Smith, Jeff Miller, Suzanne Ball (TBC)
July - Perspective - Photo Critique by
Susanna Euston
October - Contrast - Photo Critique by
John Smith

2018 Monthly Meeting Topics
and Presenter

Gimme Your Best Shot

August - Image Design by Jennifer King

June - Numbers

September - Sharing Creative Visions
(New!) - presentations by members

August - Architecture

Themes for website submission

September - Shape or Form
November - Light Room Post Processing
Made Easy by Les Saucier

November - Blue

December - Christmas Party

June 2018
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General Interest
Congratulations to Werner Bonitz for his photograph (below) being selected for the “Art
in Bloom” at the Gallery at Flat Rock, May 26-28th, 2018.
The photo was an old metal structure on the deck in back of the old Center for Creativity and
Design (Kellogg Center) in Henderson County. It was once painted in these enamel colors
which had partially flaked off. The bottom part of the picture is just rusted metal.
The print is on Epson Velvet Fine Art Paper (23" x 31") and it will be mounted in a silver float
frame without any glass. The surface is protected with a lacquer that is totally absorbed into
the paper and therefore invisible. It results in a very nice tactile surface.

CCoH Webmaster Needed!!
I have tendered my resignation as
CCoH Webmaster effective August
15, 2018.
I have enjoyed creating and
maintaining the website since its
inception in March of 2015. The
website has been very effective as
a recruiting tool as evidenced by
over a 40% increase of the Club
Membership since 2015. Over 80%
of all new members listed the
website as their initial contact with
the Club.
My reason for turning this over to
another Member is that I would like
devote more time to my own
photography and my own website
which has not been updated in
months! I will gladly train the new
webmaster over the next three
months.
Our website is hosted by Zenfolio
which provides a myriad of
templates that can be used to
customize the website. Knowledge
of HTML is not necessary. The
ability to follow directions is.
Job Description is on the website
under volunteers or click here.
Ken Weaver

June 2018
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Chihuly Glass at Biltmore

Competition with London Photo Club

Please send me ONE of your favorite photos from the Chihuly
Glass Exhibit at Biltmore at CCOHnews@gmail.com

More details will be forthcoming but the 4 topics are the following:
Dramatic Light
Urban Life
Weather
Motion

Let’s see how our various members interpret this exhibit.

Each club will submit 5 photos in each category—20 total.
Each club member may submit as many photos as desired taken
at any time and the 5 best in each category will be chosen.
Submission timeframe—early October.

Snapshot of Sculpture at the Biltmore Winery—iphoneX—Bonnie
Mangold
June 2018
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Previous Meeting - Wildlife in the National Parks Presentation by DEE LANGEVIN
Dee’s love of photography and photographing wildlife in national
parks started when she retired. She purchased a DSLR camera,
a truck, and a 5th wheel camper. She shared her experiences and
tips during her excellent presentation and award winning photos.

A list of the gear that she uses is shown below.

The best times to attend a national park are spring for the
newborn animals and fall when the animals are in rutt and the
foliage creates a beautiful backdrop. In the fall, the animal’s coats
look good and they are generally healthy from being well fed in
preparation for the winter months. Summer is too crowded and in
winter many animals have either migrated or hibernated.
When photographing wildlife, Dee likes to capture them engaging
in typical behavior. She has found her best shots that way. Dee
also tries to incorporate landscape in some shots to show the
animals in their element. Hence she recommends taking along a
variety of lenses. Patience is required; she waited 30+ minutes
for a bison to stop grazing and walk into a stream for a drink.
She also recommends shooting at dawn or dusk when the light is
so good. Several examples were shown of capturing animals
crossing a stream with the rising mist being lit by the early
morning sun. She had gotten up at 3:30 am to travel the two
hours to photograph this scene.
Dee often shoots with a wide open aperture so the background
disappears. She shoots in burst mode and hence likes the Canon
cameras for their 10 shots per second. She can return from a trip
with 30 to 40,000 images of which 95% are wasted but she feels
it’s worth the digital space to get the good ones. She always
shoots in the raw format and constantly checks her histogram
between shots to ensure her exposure is centered. She will use
the back button approach to auto focus so she she can just press
the shutter without engaging the auto focus each time. This is
useful when the animals are far away and you’ve already set the
focus.
June 2018
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She stressed safety first when taking photos of wildlife - stay the
recommended distances away from the animals and use long
lenses to capture them. Don’t run away from an animal but rather
back away slowly if you find yourself too close.
The next page details some of the information she shared about
some of her favorite National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges.
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Previous Meeting - Wildlife in the National Parks Cont……………………… by DEE LANGEVIN
Great Smokey Mountains National Park
This is the closest national park to us but also the most visited.
The Cades Cove area was good for turkeys and deer. In the
Spring look UP for bears as they are often feeding on the new
growth of leaves. Just remember NOT to stand under their tree to
take pictures as they can shimmy down in just a second or two.
You can use your car as a blind to take good close-up photos of
deer from your car window. The park is home to many water fowl.
The park is also known for it’s wild flowers with over 1400
species. The wild flower season is from April through mid
Summer.

Besides the spectacular scenery, images of bull elk, eagles,
sheep and loons were shown.
Lake Clair - Alaska
It is 100 miles SW of Anchorage and a pristine wilderness. There
are only two lodges that hold about 10 people each so
reservations 2 to 3 years in advance are needed. You get there
by plane, there are no roads, and ATVs are used to move around.
The park is home to the coastal brown bears, the same species
as grizzly bears. These coastal brown bears are fat and happy in
the fall and are used to photographers. Photos were shown of
bears catching salmon and baby bears playing.

Yellowstone National Park
Glacier Bay - Alaska
This is a good park for capturing images of bison. She showed a
bison taking a dust bath illustrating the behavioral shot. Other
animals shown were the elk in Western Yellowstone, the pica
(small hamster-like rodent), coyote, pronghorns in the NW
section, and bighorn sheep. Dee also likes to take photos of the
composition of the colorful bacteria in the thermal pools.

This is the largest marine sanctuary so a good place to capture
whales, sea lions, and bald eagles. She has also captured the
aurora borealis in Sept when the conditions were right.
Bosque de Apache - a National Wildlife Refuge

Hidden Valley provides good sunrise shots with the mist rising off
the streams.

This is in New Mexico and is a migratory flyway known for it’s
cranes. Early in the morning is a particularly good time since the
wind is still and the mirror-like reflections in water can be
captured. In an area such as this with many birds, the challenge
is to isolate a few so there aren’t too many in your shot.

Denali - Alaska

Bombay Hook - National Wildlife Refuge

The park is only open from May to Sept and there is a single 92
mile road. She prefers to stay at one of the two lodges at
milepost 90 or 92 and it can take 6 to 7 hours to get there. As a
result, fewer tourists are that deep in the park and daily tours with
the naturalists at the lodges provide excellent opportunities to
photograph the wildlife. The tundra has amazing colors in the fall.

An Atlantic Migratory flyway. She uses a 1/1000 or 1/1500 shutter
priority. If the eye, beak, and talons are sharp, some motion in
the wings is acceptable in photographs.

Two waterfalls have rainbows in the mist at the bottom of the falls
at certain times of year when the lighting is right Vivamus vel .

June 2018
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Preparation ahead of time is essential to making the best use
of your limited time in these parks!
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Upcoming Meeting………………..
Please remember to remove or hide
your name if it’s on the print

2017 Print Competition - right
It is one of most attended
meetings so be sure to come
and bring a print or two (or
three)!
The 2018 Prospectus is on the
website - click here
Photographer Classification is
also on the website ie
Enthusiast or Advanced

June 2018
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Upcoming Field Trip: June 5th and 6th Columbia Zoo, Broad River Overflow, Francis Beidler
Forest
For detailed information click here.

1. 9 am June 5th - Meet at the front of the Columbia Riverbanks
Zoo and Garden. 500 Wildlife Parkway, Columbia, SC 29210
At 9 am the gorillas are feeding close to the viewing area away
from their sleeping quarters. This is a great place to shoot first
thing. Walk straight through the entrance and to the left.

2. Tuesday evening we will shoot the Broad River Overflow, riverfront walkway
and the West Columbia Riverfront Walk and Amphitheater. It’s a nice setting
with an older bridge over the river. The bridge has old fashioned streetlights on
it and provides a view of downtown Columbia's skyline. We will stay past the
"Blue Hour."

3. Meet at 8am sharp. We will take I-26 to our morning shoot at:
Francis Beidler Forest, 336 Sanctuary Rd. In Harleyville, S.C.

June 2018
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The Learning Corner………………………..GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

Perspective in Photography – Don’t just
stand there move your feet!

Here are some perspective changing suggestions
to consider!

As photographers, many of us succumb to the habit of
shooting everything we see from eye-level.

Get Low

While walking around, something catches our eye, and
we immediately take a picture right from where we are
standing.
To make an immediate impact in our photography, we
simply need to change our perspective. In other words,
we need to get out of our eye-level or tripod-level rut!
We can certainly modify our composition by zooming in
or out with our lens, but if we want to change our
perspective, we are going to need to move.
So, let’s take back some control here by not allowing
our feet, or our tripod, to “root us to the spot”! Get
moving and be ready for some bending, turning,
walking, and possibly climbing.

● Get your camera down towards ground level, and see how it impacts your perspective.
Getting down low allows you to feature the
foreground of your composition and gives
your viewer context for the rest of the photograph. Consider using a
wide angle lens to feature the foreground, while pulling the viewer into
the image.
● Getting down low can change the way your viewer feels or reacts to
your subject. Getting low can make your subject appear taller or more
imposing. Subjects viewed from below can look commanding and powerful.
● Getting low can also completely disorient your viewer. Getting low simplifies the composition and puts the viewer into a different, and unique
perspective than their everyday viewpoint.
Get Up High or Look Up High
● You can get low and look at subjects from their level, but you can also
get up high and take in your subject from above. Getting well above
your normal line-of-sight will certainly give you a new perspective.
● If you do not want to physically get up high, standing and shooting does
not mean you only have to shoot straight ahead. Spend some time
looking up, and you will find plenty to improve your compositions and
your perspective. In fact, with very tall subjects, looking up from below
will accentuate their height and size.

June 2018
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The Learning Corner - Cont………………………………………GINNY BEDELL, Education Director

Perspective changes cont.
Go for the Lateral
● Beyond just changing your stance or your direction of
shooting, you also need to remember to move yourself.
Take the time to walk around your subject, to consider the
background and foreground. Think about how all the pieces
of your final composition fit together. Your first view and
your first angle are often not the best available, but you
cannot be sure until you have taken the time to investigate
others.
● Moving your feet can change the way that different objects
in your photograph interact with each other.
Looking forward to seeing your perspective images at
CCoH’s July Photo Critique meeting.
Check out these other helpful articles:
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/photography/tips-andsolutions/viewpoint-and-perspective-photographic-composition
https://photographylife.com/how-to-use-perspective-corrections-inlightroom-and-photoshop

Alison Knaperek as New Workshop Coordinator
Good News for CCoH Members!

Alison moved to WNC with her husband Ed in 1986. She retired
from the corporate world in 2016. She has lots of great
experiences which include working with the Boy Scouts of
America, the Henderson County Big Sister program, and serving
as a tutor with the Blue Ridge Literacy Council. She currently
volunteers at the Hendersonville Visitors Center.
Alison, having been an administrative assistant, is a great
organizer and will be working directly with Ginny Bedell, Education
Director, in developing educational workshop opportunities for
CCoH members. She has been a member of CCoH since October
of 2016.
Her photographic journey began at the age of 10 with a box
camera, progressed to an instamatic camera and on to a Pentax
35 mm. She currently uses a Canon 40D and Canon PowerShot.
She enjoys photographing landscapes, old buildings and family
members. Alison has both Lightroom and Photoshop Elements
and is looking forward to delving further into post processing.
Alison’s other interests include reading, knitting, crocheting and
gourd basketry.
Alison and Ginny are currently in
the process of developing an
online survey to hear what topics
members are interested in
learning more about. So, if you
have any suggestions you’d like
to offer please send them to
Alison and Ginny at
education.ccoh@gmail.com.

The Steering Committee is pleased to announce that Alison
Knaperek heard our collective plea and has graciously
volunteered to be our Workshop Coordinator.
June 2018
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Inspirational Photographer - Art Wolfe
Thanks to the CCoH steering committee for
submitting his name.
Biography: from his website www.artwolfe.com
“The son of commercial artists, Art Wolfe was born on
September 13, 1951 in Seattle, Washington, and still calls the
city home. He graduated from the University of Washington
with Bachelor’s degrees in fine arts and art education in 1975.
His photography career has spanned five decades, a
remarkable testament to the durability and demand for his
images, his expertise, and his passionate advocacy for the
environment and indigenous culture. During that time he has
worked on every continent, in hundreds of locations, and on a
dazzling array of projects…….
Along with his numerous book and television awards, Wolfe is
the proud recipient of the Nature’s Best Photographer of the
Year Award, the North American Nature Photography
Association’s Lifetime Achievement Award and the
Photographic Society of America’s Progress Medal for his
contribution to the advancement of the art and science of
photography; he has been awarded with a coveted Alfred
Eisenstaedt Magazine Photography Award. The National
Audubon Society recognized Wolfe’s work in support of the
national wildlife refuge system with its first-ever Rachel
Carson Award. In 1999 he was named to the UW Alumni
Association’s magazine list of 100 “most famous, fascinating
and influential” alumni of the 20th century……..”
Photos from his showcase of photos.
See his multiple galleries here.
See his workshops here.
June 2018
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Luminosity Masks in Photoshop………………..………………………WARREN BEDELL

Luminosity Masks: In the Before & After Side-by-Side in the
March meeting, one image was created using luminosity masks
which generated some questions on what exactly they are.
Luminosity masks are a powerful tool so let’s take a look at what
they are and how they work. There will be some links at the end to
sites that offer tutorials as well as tools to automate the process of
creating luminosity masks in Photoshop to make the workflow
easier.
This won’t be a full-fledged tutorial to make you an expert on
luminosity masks. It’s intended to be an introduction to whet your
appetite and get you started. The links below can fill in the details
and help you work through the process.
A couple of questions arise naturally at this point. Why would I
want to use luminosity masks? What is the value of a luminosity
mask? The sites listed at the end offer some answers, and we’ll
explore these questions as we go along, but Greg Benz has
posted a short, interesting video titled “HDR vs Luminosity Masks”
(https://gregbenzphotography.com/photography-tips/hdr-vsluminosity-masks). The basis is that most photographers are now
familiar with HDR processing so he discusses the value of using
luminosity masks instead. While it isn’t a straight tutorial on
luminosity masks in general, the images he uses and the
observations he makes are a useful introduction to the concept.

June 2018
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What Are Luminosity Masks?
Before looking at luminosity masks, let’s make sure we’re in tune
with the concept of a mask in general. In Photoshop, a mask, or
more specifically a “layer mask”, is a grayscale image that can be
edited using the standard tools. Its value is in the ability to control
the effect of the layer being masked. Using the old “White
Reveals, Black Conceals” motto, areas of the mask that are white
allow the effect of the layer to be applied and areas that are black
block the effect of the layer. Areas that are between white and
black, shades of gray, allow the effect to be partially applied
depending on the shade of gray. In addition, in Photoshop, masks
are closely related to selections so I’ll use both terms more or less
interchangeably.
Luminosity masks are layer masks that are created based on the
brightness of the image. They are, essentially, a selection with the
amount of “selected-ness” determined by the brightness levels in
the image. A significant advantage of using luminosity masks is
their subtlety and soft edges. Many of the standard tools used to
create masks or selections, such as the selection tools, result in
sharp edges that can make the effect of the mask visible in the
final image. Luminosity masks have smooth edges that feather
into the image as the brightness changes.
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Luminosity Masks in Photoshop cont…………………………….…………………WARREN BEDELL

Creating Luminosity Masks
The procedure for generating a luminosity mask is actually
rather complex and tedious. If you’re interested, specific
instructions are available on the sites listed at the end.
Fortunately, however, there are several sources of Photoshop
actions that automate the process, making it simple and quick.
There are free options that offer a great way to take a first look
at luminosity masks. For serious use, I recommend purchasing
one of the low-cost tools as they are very powerful. See the list
of links at the end for more on individual offerings.
I personally have Greg Benz’s Lumenzia and Jimmy McIntyre’s
Raya Pro. I use both and have found that my primary choice
alternates as new releases come out (all of which have been at
no additional cost). For this discussion, I’ll use Lumenzia as its
user interface is a little more straight-forward (see Figure 1 at
right).

June 2018
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Luminosity Masks in Photoshop cont……………………….………………………WARREN BEDELL

Once an image is loaded into Photoshop, and Lumenzia is
installed, the user interface panel is available for creating
luminosity masks. The basic operation is easy— just click one of
the options in the L (light) or D (dark) columns. There are also
mid-tone masks (M) and even masks for the individual zones of
Ansel Adams’ zone exposure system. As examples, I’ll use a
landscape image with a wide range of tones from very dark green
trees to a bright sky. Figure 2 shows the original image, Figure 3
is the lights luminosity mask from the L2 selection, and Figure 4 is
the darks mask from the D2 selection.

June 2018
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Luminosity Masks in Photoshop cont…………………………….…………………WARREN BEDELL

Useful Links
Keeping in mind that the masks are just grayscale versions of the
original, the lights mask has the brighter tones in the same place
as the original. Following the “White Reveals, Black Conceals”
rule, that means the highlights are “more selected” than the
shadows. The darks mask is essentially a negative of the lights
mask with the shadow areas of the original being bright in the
mask so the darker tones are now “more selected.” It can take a
bit to get comfortable with the look of the masks, but a little
practice is all it takes for things to make sense.

Using Luminosity Masks
When I first encountered luminosity masks, I though they would be
good for adjusting contrast in specific areas like just the bright
highlights. While they can be used for common tasks like that,
they aren’t really needed in that role. With the 14-bit RAW
captures available in most digital cameras, the standard tools in
Lightroom or Photoshop can handle the majority of tonal
adjustments. Luminosity masks come in handy for those special or
unusual situations. Then they can allow you to make adjustments
that the standard tools can’t handle. To get an idea of the power of
luminosity masks, take a look at the videos on the sites listed
below. Not only are the images themselves impressive, the use of
luminosity masks is amazing.

June 2018
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Here are several sources for information on luminosity masks,
along with tools, both free and low-cost, for generating them. Most
also offer tutorials and videos, some free and some for sale. The
list is not ordered in any way so there is no indication of the quality
of the sites or the tools, and these are not an endorsement of any
product or site. It also not exhaustive! An internet search will turn
up many more opportunities for exploration.
Greg Benz: free set of actions as well as a low-cost utility
called Lumenzia and tutorials.
(https://gregbenzphotography.com/luminosity-masking-tutorial)
Jimmy McIntyre: free set of actions as well as a low-cost
utility called Raya Pro and tutorials.
(http://www.shutterevolve.com/photoshop-powerpack)
Tony Kuyper: free set of actions as well as a utility called
TKActions and tutorials. (http://goodlight.us/panels-andvideos.html)
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BIRDS…………………………………………………………………………………..GAVIN GREENBERG
I am thirteen and have been learning photography for about
three years now. My main focus in photography is birds, but I
will shoot other wildlife and the occasional landscape also.
All images were shot with a Nikon D3400

Below:
Many birds hide forage and build their nests in thick
underbrush. This makes them much harder to
photograph,unless you get lucky like I did.
This hermit thrush popped up at the perfect moment for me to
get a shot of it.

Above:
Because of its beautiful dark green leaves and contrasting bright
red berries the Holly tree is a common sight in many yards and
hedgerows. In early to mid fall holly berries begin to ripen, which
provides food for many migrating birds. This American robin was
shot in one of the many holly trees around my home. Robins and
other species i.e. the cedar waxwing come in great flocks to feed
on the berries, presenting many great photo opportunities.

June 2018
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BIRDS cont………………..……………………………………………………………GAVIN GREENBERG

Cumberland island off the coast of Georgia is a favorite to
many birders and photographers alike. it's long shores
provide shelter for many shorebirds such as the dunlin,
ruddy turnstones, brown pelicans, both laughing and ring
billed gulls and many others. One of my favorite birds, the
black skimmer is another bird that frequents these this
area.
I spent over two hours stalking a group of skimmers to get
this shot (left).
The dunlin was another bird I shot at Cumberland Island
(above).

June 2018
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Before and After - BONNIE MANGOLD (before) and HERK SCHMIDT (after)
Based on the critique feedback from Don McGowan to remove the
branch and Herk’s creative genius with Photoshop—look at how
he adapted the Man in the Street photo. He cropped the photo
tighter, removed the branch using the cloning tool, also removed
the sign, garbage can, garden hose, other stuff sitting on the

June 2018
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ground, and the scaffolding on the back building—things I didn’t
even notice! He changed the scene to night-time, illuminated the
gas lamps, and added various color tones to enhance the mood of
the image. Wow what a difference some skilled Photoshop
techniques can do!
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What is Infrared Photography?……………………………………………………..SUSANNA EUSTON

You may have seen infrared landscape photographs—ones in
which you see the familiar forms of a landscape, but which have
an other-worldly, surreal appearance. They are usually more
black and white or sepia in appearance and leave one with the
question of “How in the world did the photographer get it to look
like that?”

Yes, there are presets that claim to create an infrared effect. But,
really? Presets and plug-ins can do a lot, but they can’t simulate
true infrared.

Infrared (IR) light—light that humans can't see, with wavelengths
longer than those of visible light—was first discovered by Sir
Frederick William Herschel, an astronomer, in 1800.

The digital cameras of today must have the light-blocking internal
filter, located in front of the sensor which captures the light,
converted to allow Infrared light to pass through. This allows the
camera to capture the infrared light radiating off a subject.
When converting a camera, study the range of options that are
available. At the lower end, some color will appear and from
there, at the high end, all color will be eliminated and the image
will appear as black & white. The images with this article were
captured with infrared cameras set to 720nm, with just a hint of
color. I usually convert the images to black & white, but not
always. I have seen some incredibly creative work done with a
camera converted to 680nm. That will be my next conversion.
In the images, you’ll see that in nature leaves or grass, which are
throwing off radiation, appear white (Fern Dance);

Not to be confused with Far
Infrared, or what we commonly see
in X-Rays (thermal imaging), in
photography the lightwave lengths
we use are called Near Infrared,
and range from 680nm (or
nanometers, the metric used to
measure light) to 900nm.
The first Infrared photographs were
taken in 1910 by Robert Williams
Wood using photographic plates.
Beginning in the 1930s film
became available.

June 2018
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What is Infrared Photography? Cont………………………………………………SUSANNA EUSTON
while pine trees or tree trunks, both cool in temperature, appear as one
would expect, more true to life, as in the Smoky Mountain Stream or
Spanish Moss Tree images.

It's a fascinating photographic genre that you will enjoy if you like to range
into more abstract image creation.

June 2018
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What is Infrared Photography? Cont………………………………………………SUSANNA EUSTON

Here are some resources to explore:
http://www.lifepixel.com — LifePixel is the leader in the
industry. They have extensive information on their website
about infrared and offer conversions for a wide range of
cameras.
https://kolarivision.com — As with LifePixel, Kolari Vision
offers a range of Infrared services including glass filters for
full-spectrum. They have limited tutorials.

June 2018
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Upcoming Exhibits and Workshops
Art in Bloom - May 26-28th
Several Photographers including
Werner Bonitz as well as other artists

Mountainlens Workshops
The Art of Abstract Photography: An Intensive in Creating Unique
Images In-Camera Susanna Euston - June 1-3
Beyond the Visible: An Intensive in Infrared Landscape
Photography Susanna Euston - July 13-15
Creative Composition: Designing Your Image Susanna Euston
- August 24-26
Texture Workshop: Donna Eaton Oct 11-14
Ultimate Nature Lover’s Workshop - Brian Peterson - April 11-14,
2019
SouthEast Center for Photography - Greenville, S.C.
Home Exhibition Opens 6/1/18 Photos are here
June 2018
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End Notes and New Member Galleries
Your Input is Requested
The newsletter requests your input. We are
looking for
● Inspirational photographers outside our
area to be profiled in future newsletters

Silly Nature Photographs - see link
Thanks to Werner Bonitz for passing it along

● Tips or tricks
● Interesting apps for smart phones,
● Before and after post editing shots with
a brief overview of what was done
● Upcoming photography contests or
exhibits
● Favorite Locations near or far
● Favorite Subject matter
● Anything you think would be of interest
to your fellow photographers!
Submit material to CCOHnews@gmail.com
by the 20th of the month to be included in
the following month’s newsletter.
Submission guidelines

Legal Stuff
Contents of this newsletter are copyrighted 2018 by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, NC or it’s members except where noted. All image copyrights are held by
the photographer. You may not copy, distribute for hire, or use for commercial gain any contents of this newsletter without the explicit written permission of the
copyright holder. Any links to external websites provided in this newsletter are provided as a courtesy. They should not be construed as an endorsement by the
Camera Club of Hendersonville of the content or views of the linked materials. The information contained is for general information purposes only. The
information is provided by the Camera Club of Hendersonville, a not-for-profit organization, and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and correct,
we make no representations or warranties of any kind.
June 2018

www.CameraClubofHendersonville.com
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